Factors Influencing Tea Farmers’ Decisions to Utilize Sources of Credit in Nyaruguru District, Rwanda: A Multivariate Probit Regression Analysis
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ABSTRACT

Credit is a major tool and an important factor for tea production and farm outcome. Its demand from different lending sources has been increasing to meet capital investment in the tea sector. Accessed credit is to meet costs of tea production, mainly fertilizers, seedlings, and labor as well. Factors affecting access to credit have been a subject of vast debate in recent studies that credit seekers obtain credits only when they are eligible by complying with the requirements set by lending institutions. However, literature has limited findings on the behavior of small-scale borrowers in selecting a credit source and inducing factors. In particular, borrowing arrangements necessitate the analysis to inform policy makers on needed adjustment in the lending system to improve tea production and sector development. The study aims at disclosing responsible factors to choose a particular credit source by smallholder tea farmers. A survey was conducted with 358 tea growers selected randomly in two cooperatives that operated in Nyaruguru District. A multivariate probit model was used for analytical analysis. Borrowing from formal source (commercial banks) increased if borrower possessed collateral asset (85.5%), interest rate (85.0%) size of tea plantation (24.8%) and household composition (10.5%). Using informal sources increased if a farmer desired a small credit (83.2%), participated in technical training (76.9%), and received joint credit (46.9%), while a farmer was likely to use less in formal sources if his/her farm size (39.9%) and household income (29.2%) were small. However, combining sources of credit was used by farmers as a safeguard strategy to acquire the desired loan. A government policy, which aims to increase productive investment, should emphasize integrating agricultural loans in financial system targeting smallholder farmers through their organizations where they can relax credit constraints.
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INTRODUCTION

Tea and coffee are dominant cash crops since the colonial period (the 1930s) in Rwanda. Over the period, the two crops are still leading foreign earnings from agricultural exports (World Bank, 2019). The small-scale tea farmers own 70% of the total tea plantations and production of the processing tea factories depends on a daily supply of green tea leaves from these farmers (World Bank, 2013). Since 2013, the tea expansion program that integrates modern agricultural practices in Rwanda has required farmers to increase the capital to purchase farm inputs in order to meet the national export targets for the sector (MINICOM, 2013). Tea household farmers will need to increase the rate of fertilizer inputs, rehabilitation of the old tea plantations, increasing tea fields acreage, and to meet the cost for plucking and transportation of the produce to the processing factories. As a result, credit is a major tool and an important factor for tea production and farm outcome. Its demand from different lending sources has been increasing to meet
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capital investment in the tea sector (Papias and Ganesan, 2010; NAEB, 2013).

The report of national institute of statistics of Rwanda (NISR, 2018) showed that lending statistics from available sources in the study area consist of formal, semi-formal, and informal sources and have provided credit to farmers with 4, 32.1, and 54.3%, respectively (NISR, 2018). MINECOFIN (2013) defines formal lending institutions as all regulated commercial and development banks. Semi-formal sources are microfinance banks that fall into four categories, namely, informal MFIs, SACCOs with collected deposits of less than 2 million Rwandan francs, limited companies or SACCOs with deposits over 20 million Rwandan francs, and non-deposit taking MFIs. Informal sources include farmers’ cooperatives, Rotating Savings and Credit Association (ROSCA), inputs suppliers, private moneylenders, friends and relatives. The latter channelizes loans via community networks as they are operating in a very smallest radial of areas where participants know each other with more trust and mostly they carry out common activities with similar interests (Muhongayire, 2012). 

Tea cooperatives fall into category of informal sources where they provide non-cash credit for members as fertilizer inputs. Credit provided to members must be paid through deducting a certain amount upon supplying green tea leaves to the factories.

Factors affecting access to credit have been subject of vast debate in recent studies that credit seekers obtain credits only when they are eligible by complying with the requirements set by lending institutions. The literature on credit sources is of mixed analyses from different perspectives as a result of lending and borrowing conditions. The lending side is mostly regarded as the availability of lending institutions and their coexistence of being either formal, semi-informal or informal credit markets where interest rate differs greatly in these three markets (Boucher et al., 2009; Kofarmata et al., 2016). Studies argued that availability of financial institutions and lending system play an important role for borrowers to decide whether to utilize credit source or not. Factors viz., savings, level of the interest rate charged, possession of collateral, previous credit record, level of information displayed for credit products, and overall governance issues influence the behavior of borrowers among smallholder farmers (Salami and Arawomo, 2013; Deborah et al., 2017).

As opposite to institutional factors, borrowing side is widely discussed to explain how socio-economic and farm characteristics of credit applicants as determinants of access to credit for the desired amount (Mgbakor et al., 2014; Ijioma and Osondu, 2015; Gemere, 2017; Oshaji, 2018).

Empirical studies synchronously revealed that financial activities of the household farmers from formal sources are determined by mobilization of farmers into groups, off-farm incomes, collateral asset and education (Muhongayire, 2012; Moahid and Maharjan, 2020). On another side, lack of collateral asset, inflexibility in repayment arrangement systems, high borrowing costs, problems connected with disbursement time are mostly affecting credit access from formal financial institutions (Gobena and Jembere, 2016).

Borrowing from informal sources are determined by mostly agricultural extension, community-based groups, trustful relationship with money lenders, size of credit that is relatively small and short term (Houseini et al., 2012).

However, national statistics show the low rate of credit supply for agricultural projects from formal sources where microfinance institutions including SACCOs supplied about 15% while commercial banks supplied 1.6% in 2016 (BNR, 2017). The figures indicate that agriculture sector has been less attractive for formal lending institutions, in particular commercial banks, because of risks attributed to the sector (Augustin, 2012). To some extent, formal sources of credit act as a complement to the informal source because of the supply-demand gap in credit availability from informal sources (Adeagbo and Awoyinka, 2009). The informal sources take control of credit supply to smallholder farmers by reducing lending conditions because of access.
to keen information of business capacity and attitudes about borrowers that may increase trust for repayment (Diagne and Zeller, 2001; Kofarmata et al., 2016).

In the time that demand for credit by tea farmers is crucial to respond to the need of investment at the desired level, low ratio reported on credit disbursed for smallholder farmers could discourage investment in the tea value chain, especially private tea factories that depend on daily supply of green tea leaves. Therefore, borrowing arrangements necessitate the analysis by inspecting the role of borrowers in choosing credit source and influencing factors to inform policy makers on needed lending system adjustment in the sector to increase tea production. Therefore, this study aimed to explore the factors influencing the choice of credit source among tea household farmers in Nyaruguru District, Rwanda.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Data**

The purpose of the study was to understand why tea farmers choose to utilize different sources of credit to meet tea production cost. Tea farmers from two cooperatives operating in Nyaruguru District who received credit, at least in the last three years up to 2018, are included in the analysis. The study considers both cash and no-cash credit accessed from different credit sources. Nyaruguru District was chosen purposively because its economy is based on agricultural activities mainly tea production. Tea is produced in ten (10) out of 14 sectors of the district. The district is implementing the national tea expansion program since 2012, which aimed at increasing tea production by increasing land size and inputs application to meet the national targets for the sector. Therefore, tea farmers had to access and use credit either in cash, in-kind, or both in the study area. Using the Yamane (1967) formula for a finite population, of the total 3,445 tea households grouped into two cooperatives, the data were collected by interviewing around 358 tea households selected randomly. Although the sampling was conducted in 2019 (September to November), the information about the credit utilization pertained to the three years ahead of that date (Fiscal year starts July 1st to June 30th of the following year, collected information pertained to the period from July 2016 to June 2019). Data collected were analysed using STATA version 16.

**The Empirical Model**

The multivariate model was used to account non-exclusive choices among alternative sources when borrowing (Greene, 2002). The multivariate model has been developed for econometric and statistical analyses to regress simultaneously multiple binary outcome equations (Cappellari and Jenkins, 2003). As tea farmers were not restricted to borrow from a single source of credit, the model allows correcting potential correlation of different sources while capturing unobserved disturbances (Cappellari and Jenkins, 2003; Tarekegn et al., 2017). The model has three dependent variables, namely, $Y_1$ (credit received from formal source), $Y_2$ (credit received from informal source), and $Y_3$ (farmer received credit from combined sources). These three dependent variables are dichotomous. Following standard treatment of dichotomous variables, the study assumes the existence of latent variables for the three corresponding dependent variables.

$$
Y_{1i}^* = x_i \beta_1 + \epsilon_{1i} \\
Y_{2i}^* = x_i \beta_2 + \epsilon_{2i} \\
Y_{3i}^* = x_i \beta_3 + \epsilon_{3i}
$$

For each dependent variable, the farmer’s decision to utilize formal, informal, or combined sources is expressed, respectively, as follows.

$$
Y_{1i} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } Y_{1s} > 0 \\
0 & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (2)
$$

$$
Y_{2i} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } Y_{2s} > 0 \\
0 & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (3)
$$

$$
Y_{3i} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } Y_{3s} > 0 \\
0 & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (4)
$$
The model can estimate $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$, and $\beta_3$ jointly and the error terms conditionally follow a multivariate normal distribution, with zero mean and normal variance of one unit. Therefore, a matrix for symmetric covariance $\Omega (\mu_1, \mu_2, \mu_3)$ MVN $\sim (0, \Omega)$ is given by:

$$
\Omega = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \rho x_1 x_2 & \rho x_1 x_3 \\
\rho x_2 x_1 & 1 & \rho x_2 x_3 \\
\rho x_3 x_1 & \rho x_3 x_2 & 1
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

The matrix of covariance $\rho_{ij}$ is the pairwise of correlated coefficients of the error terms corresponding to choices and they should be estimated. The non-negative diagonal elements represent unobserved correlation in errors between multiple latent equations. In this way, the sign of $\rho$ has information. A positive sign shows a complementary relationship of sources of credit, while a negative correlation means a substitution of sources of credits.

By following the formula of Cappellari and Jenkins (2003), the function of log-likelihood is specified as follows:

$$
lnK = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i ln\delta(\theta_i, \theta)
$$

Where, $\omega_i$ denotes optional weight for observation $i$, while $\delta_i$ is the standard normal distribution with $\theta_i$ and $\theta$ arguments. These last can be expressed follow:

$$
\theta_i = (S_1S_2S_3, S_2S_3S_1, S_3S_1S_2),
$$

while $\theta_{is} = 1$ for $j = S$ and

$$
\theta_{jk} = \Omega_{sjs}S_1S_2S_3 \text{ for } j \neq S, S = 1, 2, 3 \text{ with } S_1S_2S_3 = 2y_{is} - 1.
$$

Where, $S$ represents a Source of credit.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Types of Credit Sources**

The study has a prior assumption that tea household farmers could use different sources of credit by borrowing either from a single source or more than one and the choice might vary from one year to another. During the period considered for this study (2016-2018), tea farmers had obtained credit dedicated for from different lending sources. Therefore, the following analysis considered all the available sources in which farmers had approached for credit from both formal and informal sources during the aforementioned period.

Results show that tea farmers in the study area used formal and informal and in a different period, they could borrow from both sources of credit at, respectively, 31.3, 81.0 and 85.8% to meet their needs. The results agree with the findings that informal sources serve many farmers in the area which fall in our expectation (Papias and Ganesan, 2010). At the national level, the National Institute of Statistics of Rwanda (NISR) reported that 39.6% of the population had used formal mechanisms, 40.2% informal, while 32.6% used own mechanisms to meet the needs (NISR, 2012). By importance, informal sources include tea farmers’ cooperatives, SACCOs, input sellers, tea factories, private moneylenders, friends and relatives. Formal sources include commercial and development banks. The study identified only two banks i.e. People' Bank of Rwanda (BPR) and Development Bank of Rwanda (BRD) that supplied credit to a few tea farmers. In most cases, tea farmers get credit from informal sources mostly upon presenting tea plantations or proof of membership from their respective cooperatives as a guarantee to obtain fertilizer inputs and equipment for tea plucking and transportation facilities.

**Socio-Economic and Institutional Characteristics of Tea Farmers in Nyaruguru District**

The results show that tea household farmers have not used microfinance institutions that fall into semi-formal sources. Besides, few of them have utilized less formal sources than informal sources with 31.5 and 81.0% respectively. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of selected variables. Out of 358 household tea farmers interviewed, about 83% of households were headed by males while 17% were headed by females. The average age of household-head was 52 years. The results are in range with national information about the district (GOR, 2018) where male-headed households represented 73.2% with an average age of 51 years. The
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household heads have had approximately 6 years of formal education that is at least the primary school level in Rwanda with average family members of 6 persons per family. It was also found that a household tea farmer averagely owns 0.56 hectares of tea plantation. The results showed that tea households averagely earned more income (590,512 Rwf) compared to the overall households’ income in the district (488,988 Rwf) for the last three years.

The findings showed that around 71% of interviewed farmers had accessed to information about credit services from lending institutions before borrowing, and 61% of them possessed required collateral and mostly presented tea plantation that was preferred by creditors. Majority of tea farmers (88%) participated in training to increase their knowledge on good agricultural practices (GAP) of tea production provided by Tea Division, a department of the National Agricultural Export Development Board (NAEB) through their respective cooperatives.

It was found also that average of farmers who received joint credit accounted for 54% against 46% who received individual credit. Findings showed that they received 474,073 francs as the average credit size in the last three years. The interest rate was found to be low (average of 4%) as the majority of tea farmers borrowed from the informal sources where the charged interest rate was almost zero compared to the commercial banks.

Tables 2 and 3 show the test of mean differences for selected socio-economic and institutional characteristics across sources of credit used. The results show that factors influencing farmers’ decisions vary and some were significant depending on the utilized source of credit. Factors such as tea plantation size, desired credit amount, interest rate and possession of required collateral value were significant across all
The size of tea plantation usually plays an important role in making borrowing decisions in the area as they provide a guarantee to both formal and informal lending institutions. 

The credit size was significant (at 5% probability level) and negative for formal sources, while it was found to be significant (at 1%) and positive for informal sources and combination. This is because when farmers desire short term and a small amount of credit they prefer where the interest rate is low with flexible payback period (significant at 1%), and these are informal sources. With the same reason, around 81% of farmers preferred informal sources against 47% borrowed from formal sources. Two variables i.e. age and education were not found significant to influence farmers’ decisions to borrow from any source of credit. 

The level of household income, though less, was found more significant at 1% when borrowing from informal sources. This is due to the fact that informal lenders have access on keen information of business capacity, socio-economic status and attitudes about borrowers, which may increase trust for repayment and the similar reason was motivated by other related findings (Kofarmata et al., 2016). However, the need

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Formal source users</th>
<th>Informal source users</th>
<th>Combined sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>52.0 (10.9)</td>
<td>52.2 (12.3)</td>
<td>52.2 (12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>5.3 (4.1)</td>
<td>5.2 (4.3)</td>
<td>5.3 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td>6.5 (1.8)</td>
<td>6.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>6.0 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea plantation area (ha)</td>
<td>0.78 (1.8)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.7)</td>
<td>0.50 (0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance (km)^a</td>
<td>6.43 (5.81)</td>
<td>6.0 (5.03)</td>
<td>6.03 (5.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest rate per month b</td>
<td>0.06 (11.72)</td>
<td>0.04 (17.72)</td>
<td>0.04 (17.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payback period</td>
<td>12.79 (17.72)</td>
<td>12.3 (17.72)</td>
<td>12.94 (17.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of received credit</td>
<td>589,556.2 (843,717.8)</td>
<td>259,544.6 (246,830)</td>
<td>334559.6 (435254.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household income</td>
<td>1,386,716 (1,209,838)</td>
<td>1,229,999 (977,930.8)</td>
<td>1277209 (1053412)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Distance to nearest lending institution; ^b The time between the first payment on a credit and its maturity, it was measured in number of months. *, ** and ***: Indicate statistical significance of mean difference at 10, 5 and 1% levels of significance.
for money to cover other household expenses, mainly schooling children, influences much to borrow from formal sources for large and long-term credit than borrowing from informal sources. The fact is that the loan to meet university fee for eligible students is only offered by the Development Bank of Rwanda (DBR). In such a situation, a household size with at least one person admitted to a university for studies is likely to borrow money to finance his or her studies. Similarly, with other related studies, some factors included in the current analysis such as age, education level of the household head, and distance to the nearest lending institutions were not significant to influence farmers’ decisions across all types of sources credit (Mpuga, 2010; Nwaru et al., 2011).

The results in Table 3 also show that only 34.5% of farmers who had information about credit services borrowed from a formal source, more significantly than those who borrowed from informal or choosing to combine sources. This is because to get credit from a formal source, the applicant must comply with a set of requirements established by the lending institutions. For this reason, the credit seekers should know about those requirements before proceeding to the application. This is different from the informal source, where a large number of farmers received credit in kind as fertilizers without even knowing details in the signed agreement between cooperative leaders and lending institutions on behalf of members. In this situation, farmers could combine sources of credit by borrowing from formal lending institutions (86.46%) while receiving a joint credit as fertilizers from either cooperative or input sellers (90.63%). It was found that borrowing from informal source alone (81.0%), and combining both formal and informal sources (85.8%) were significant if a farmer participated in training on Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) for tea production. However, participating in training on credit management did not affect farmers’ borrowing decisions. With similar reason, the borrowing decision depends more on the applicant’s needs and his repayment capacity than financial marketing approach used by lending institutions (Pishbahar et al., 2015).

Results in Table 4 shows the Wald test and the maximum likelihood of multivariate estimations on the factors influencing farmers’ decisions to utilize different sources of credit. The sources are defined as formal, informal and combined sources of credit. The Wald test \( (\chi^2 (42)= 192.38, \ P > \text{Chi}^2= 0.0000) \) is significant (at \( P< 1\% \)) to mean that the subset of coefficients is jointly significant in the model and the power of selected factors for the model is satisfactory. Likewise, the likelihood ratio test \( [LR (\chi^2 (3)= 97.3888, \ P > \text{Chi}^2= 0.0000)] \) for the independence of the terms of the residuals is strongly significant (at \( P< 1\% \)), thus implying that different sources in their defined categories are not mutually independent. Therefore, if decisions to choose the three sources of credit are interdependent of tea household decisions, the multivariate model is supported to be used for modelling.

In Table (4), correlation coefficients matrix between error terms of the sources of credit are presented as reflected in likelihood ratio statistics. The formal and informal sources are negatively interdependent while informal and combination of both sources (formal and informal) are positively interdependent and significant (\( P< 1\% \)). This can mean that a tea farmer who is using formal sources is less likely to utilize informal sources or combining sources. Similarly, a tea farmer who used informal sources was more likely to combine sources of credit. This indicates that farmers are more secured for credit from formal sources when they can also obtain credit from informal sources. However, when a farmer is unable to obtain credit from both sources, there is a competitive relationship of formal source with informal source among tea farmers.
The multivariate estimations in Table 5 show that some of the selected variables were differently significant at more than one source of credit, two were significant only for formal source, while three were significant for both informal and combined sources of credit. Household size has a positive relationship with the likelihood of choosing a formal source for desired credit at 5% levels of significant. Like in a different study (Bendig, et al., 2009), an increase in household size increased the probability of utilizing formal sources to get credit by 10.5%, when other factors are held constant. This implies that tea farmers with a large number of dependent members were more likely to borrow from formal sources such as commercial banks and microfinance institutions. The possible reason for this situation is the need of school fees for children in high schools and universities, which is ranked as the second after agriculture and livestock to allocate received loan, and health insurance that are important expenses for households in Rwanda (GOR, 2018).

Receiving credit in groups was positively significant (at P< 5%) and influencing farmers to get credit from informal source and combination of sources by 46.9 and 50.4%, respectively, when other factors are held constant. This implies that the collective responsibilities of cooperative members is likely and positively influencing the use of informal and combination sources. This is because group membership can be used as a

### Table 4. Estimated correlation matrix of sources of credit from Multivariate Probit model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Formal source</th>
<th>Informal source</th>
<th>Combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formal source</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal source</td>
<td>-0.2896***</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>-0.1024</td>
<td>0.9149***</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Likelihood ratio test of rho21= rho31= rho32= 0: Chi²(3)= 97.3888   Prob> Chi²= 0.0000
Number of observations= 358
Log likelihood ratio test= -302.81059
Wald (χ² (42))= 192.38, Prob> Chi²= 0.0000***

*, ** and ***: Indicate statistical significance at 10, 5 and 1% levels of significance

The multivariate estimations in Table 5 show that some of the selected variables were differently significant at more than one source of credit, two were significant only for formal source, while three were significant for both informal and combined sources of credit. Household size has a positive relationship with the likelihood of choosing a formal source for desired credit at 5% levels of significant. Like in a different study (Bendig, et al., 2009), an increase in household size increased the probability of utilizing formal sources to get credit by 10.5%, when other factors are held constant. This implies that tea farmers with a large number of dependent members were more likely to borrow from formal sources such as commercial banks and microfinance institutions. The possible reason for this situation is the need of school fees for children in high schools and universities, which is ranked as the second after agriculture and livestock to allocate received loan, and health insurance that are important expenses for households in Rwanda (GOR, 2018).

Receiving credit in groups was positively significant (at P< 5%) and influencing farmers to get credit from informal source and combination of sources by 46.9 and 50.4%, respectively, when other factors are held constant. This implies that the collective responsibilities of cooperative members is likely and positively influencing the use of informal and combination sources. This is because group membership can be used as a

### Table 5. Multivariate Probit estimations of factors influencing utilization of sources of credit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Formal source</th>
<th>Informal source</th>
<th>Combined sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td>0.105**</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>-0.544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payback period</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info. about credit</td>
<td>-0.164</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint credit</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.469**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collateral</td>
<td>0.855***</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training on credit mgt</td>
<td>-0.221</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training on GAP</td>
<td>0.492*</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.769**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest rate</td>
<td>0.850***</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>-0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount received credit</td>
<td>-0.131</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>-0.832***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household income</td>
<td>-0.115</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>-0.292***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea plantation area</td>
<td>0.248**</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>-0.399***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant</td>
<td>1.087</td>
<td>1.528</td>
<td>15.218***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*, ** and ***: Indicate statistical significance at 10, 5 and 1% levels of significance
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guarantee to informal lenders, and cooperatives can use this approach to get credit from even formal sources on behalf of members when approved by the general assembly. Having collateral asset was positively significant (at $P < 5\%$) for formal source and 10\% for combined sources. It means that borrowing from formal was likely increased by 85.5\% and combined sources by 24.9\% when other factors are held constant. The result agrees with the findings of the study of Mwendwa (2013). He showed that collate-able asset is mandatory for formal lending institutions mainly commercial banks and microfinance institutions whereas for other sources, it could require only to be a tea farmer and recognized by cooperative as a guarantee (Mwendwa, 2013).

The results revealed also that participating in training on good agricultural practices and maintenance of tea plantations was positively significant (at $P < 10\%$) for formal sources and ($P < 5\%$) for both informal and combination of sources. That is increased participation in one more training would lead to 49.2, 74.5, and 53.4\% increase in using formal, informal, and combined sources, respectively. Technical training on good practices to maintain tea plantations were very important for farmers and level of tea production as it increased the farmers’ knowledge and skills and they raised the need of credit to meet input costs for tea production (Owuor and Shem, 2012). In this way, inputs sellers supplying fertilizers in bulk through cooperatives become a priority to the choices of farmers to acquire inputs as credit that they usually payback upon supplying the produce to the factories. This implies that farmers prefer informal over formal sources as they could save credit-related costs, i.e., interest rate and disbursement time that would take to borrow from formal sources.

The coefficient for interest rate was positive and significant (at $P < 1\%$) for only the formal source. The results showed that the interest rate charged was higher to borrow from formal sources than to borrow from informal sources. However, the conclusion could not be generalized because the received credit from informal sources like cooperatives and input sellers was mostly in-kind such as input fertilizers. Therefore, farmers could not value imputed interest rate during borrowing time. The results also showed that the amount of received credit influenced negatively and significantly (at $P < 1\%$) the borrowers’ decisions to seek credit from informal sources or to combine both informal or formal sources. That is, when size of desired credit decreased by 1\%, farmers’ decisions to borrow from informal and combining both sources were affected by 83.2 and 66.3\%, respectively. The findings lead to a conclusion that lower-income households, which determine the size of the desired credit borrow, are more likely to borrow from informal sources. The results agree with De Janvry et al. (2005) that an increase in household income from non-farm business activities can help to meet the desired investment that results in low dependence on sources of credit.

The results also showed that the coefficient of tea farm size owned by households was at 1\% level of significance for both formal and informal sources but with opposite signs. Positive for formal and negative for informal sources, to mean that this factor created a competitive decision to borrow either in formal or informal sources depending on the size of owned tea plantations. Thus, an increased 1 unit of plot size of tea plantation would lead to an increase of 24.8\% in using formal sources and a decrease by 39.9\% to use informal sources. These findings confirm that borrowing from any source of credit increased if a borrower has had tea plantation. Therefore, the size of a tea plantation is a valuable asset as collateral to get credit.

**CONCLUSIONS**

This study analyzed factors influencing farmers’ decisions to utilize credit sources for the desired credit. Generally, it is practical to borrow from formal sources of credit when an applicant is eligible for the evaluation of lending institutions; otherwise, informal sources are preferred. Determinants of access to credit have been reported in various studies in some contexts. However, existing
empirical findings have missed information on how farmers choose a potential source of credit to utilize and inducing factors while the decisions made about the source can further influence the utilization of received credit among competing uses. The current study has tried to make understanding from another side of the credit seekers’ decisions when choosing a particular source of credit and the determinant factors. A survey was conducted with 358 tea growers selected randomly in two cooperatives that operated in Nyaruguru District. A multivariate probit model was used to examine factors influencing tea households’ decisions to choose a source of credit.

The results showed that those who borrowed from informal sources were less likely to borrow from formal sources. However, they can choose to combine both informal and formal sources of credit as a safeguard strategy and, in particular, when the desired credit is not obtained from a single source. Lack of training on credit management can justify the difference between utilized sources of credit in the area. If farmers prefer to use mostly informal sources and receive a small amount of credit, then this can affect the level of investment in tea sector, consequently, it can affect the desired production of tea and development of tea sector if the government is targeting production through the intensive system. In addition, results showed that a form of no cash credit such as fertilizers are important for tea farmers and mostly are provided by informal sources. In this context, let lending institutions that target small-scale farmers channelize credit via farmers’ organizations to meet mutual profit. Again, any intervention for capacitating tea cooperatives is recommended. This can allow tea cooperatives to borrow from any source and an increasing amount of credit on behalf of the members using collective responsibilities as a guarantee. This approach of integrating farmers in financing tea sector will also be a sustainable solution for cases of credit diversion, mismanagement of credit, and bad debts that are known among tea farmers in the area.
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عوامل موثر بر تصمیم چایکاران برای استفاده از منابع اعتباری در منطقه Nyaruguru

چکیده

وام و سیله ای عمده و عامل مهمی در تولید چای و درآمد زارعین است و نقشی بسزایی از منابع وام وام دهنده. به مثابه سرمایه‌گذاری در بخش تولید چای و هزینه‌های اضافه می‌باشد. این وام برای ثبت وام به ویژه برای کودک به کارگری است. از این رو، عوامل موثر در دستیابی به وام موضوع بحث باشد. با این حال، به وام، فقط زمانی وام دریافت می‌کند که حذف شرایط فوقین شده توسط منابع وام دهنده یافته است. این همه، درمانع علمی یافته های محضی در پیشنهاد می‌گردد که می‌تواند نسبت به قراردادن مکانیکی در انتخاب منبع وام
عوامل القایی (inducing factors) و وجود دارد. به طور مشخص، اقدامات مربوط به گرفتن وام و به گونه‌ای است که برای آگاه کردن سیاستگزاران از تنظیمات مورد نیاز در سامانه وام دهی با هدف بهبود تولید چای و توسعه این بخش، انجام تجزیه و تحلیل ضروری می‌باشد. هدف پژوهش حاصلاندیشی عوامل مستند و موثر در چایکاران کوچک‌مقیاس برای انتخاب یک منبع وام دهنده است. به این منظور، یک نظرسنجی انجام شد که در آن 358 چایکار به طور تصادفی از دو تعاونی فعال در منطقه Nyaruguru شرکت داشتند. برای تجزیه و تحلیل داده‌ها از یک مدل probit متغیره‌ای از یک منبع وام رسمی (banked formal) و یک منبع وام غیررسمی (nonbanked collateral asset) استفاده شده است. نتایج نشان داد که وام گرفتن از یک منبع رسمی (بانک‌های تجاری) زمانی افزایش می‌یافت که متقاضی وام دارای دارایی وثیقه (collateral asset) بوده (85/5٪)، و همچنین آن به ترتیب (85٪) انداده بی‌بی چای (8/24٪) و ترکیب جمعی خانوار (5/10٪) استفاده کرده‌اند. استفاده از منابع غیر رسمی در شرایط زیاد می‌شد که کشاورزان وام کوچکی در خواست داشتند (8/3٪) با دوره های آموزشی شرکت کرده بودند (9/76٪)، و وام دستی نیز منابع غیر رسمی استفاده می‌کردند. با این وجود، بالاخره برای انتخاب یک منبع وام رسمی و غیررسمی، منابع مختلفی که شامل افزایش مالکیت وام دهنده، برای بیمه‌های مشتری و بهره‌مندی برای کشاورزان است. هدف سیاست دولتی، تاکید کردن وام به کشاورزان مالکیه نهادهای مربوط به آنان مورد تاکید باشد تا محدودیت مهم وام‌های مصرفی را تسهیل نمایند.